Thursday, July 26, 2012

8:00 Registration

9:00 Welcoming Remarks – Main Auditorium
Kathleen Mullan Harris
Director, National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Deborah Olster
Deputy Director, Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research, Office of the NIH Director

Rebecca Clark
Chief, Demographic and Behavioral Sciences Branch, Center for Population Research, Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

9:15 Plenary Session: Socio-structural Influences on Health and Reproductive Behavior – Main Auditorium
Moderator: Carolyn Halpern, Deputy Director, National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The Role of Family Structure in the Evolution of Health from Adolescence to Young Adulthood
Andrea Beller, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Alexander Slade, coauthor

Romantic Partners, Peers and Drinking: Selection and Influence Mechanisms Associated with Drinking
David Kennedy, RAND Corporation
Kayla de la Haye, Harold Green Jr., Michael Pollard, Brett Ewing, Joan Tucker, coauthors

Healthy Development in Young Adulthood: Getting and Staying “On-Track”
Tahilin Karver, Child Trends
Kelly J. Bell, Mary A. Terzian, Kristin A. Moore, coauthors

Red and Blue Political Differences in the Timing and Relationship Context of First Births among Young Adults
David McClendon, University of Texas at Austin

10:45 Break

11:00 Breakout Session 1
Methodology Session: Overview of Add Health for New Data Users – Balcony A
Presenter: Kathleen Mullan Harris, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Presenter: Mary McEniry, Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research

Paper Session: Racial and Ethnic Influences on Health – Balcony B
Moderator: Francisco Sy, National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities

Life Course Transitions and Racial and Ethnic Differences in Pathways to Adult Smoking
Elizabeth Lawrence, University of Colorado at Boulder
Fred Pampel, Stefanie Mollborn, coauthors

Familism and Immigrant Generation: Measuring Obesity, Diabetes, and Hypertension among Mexican-Americans
Carolyn Zambrano, University of California at Irvine

Wellbeing over the Life Course for Multiracial Individuals
Sarah Schlabach, University of California at Los Angeles

Depression and Antidepressant Use among Asian and Latino Adults: Association with Immigrant Generation and Language Use
Ping Chen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Jon Hussey, coauthor

“Stop Watching My Every Move”: Racial Differences in the Effects of Parental Monitoring & Risk Factors of Delinquency
Clyde Lemon, Florida State University

Paper Session: Overweight, Obesity, and Body Image – Balcony C
Moderator: Rosalind Breslow, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

The Influence of Body Weight on Social Network Ties among Adolescents
Mir Ali, University of Toledo & Food and Drug Administration
Aliaksandr Amialchuk, John A. Rizzo, coauthors

The Weight of Reality: Why do Some Young Adults have Incongruent Perceptions of their Individual Weight Classifications?
Anna Bellatorre, University of Nebraska at Lincoln

Black-White Differences in the Beauty-Weight Relationship
Frank Heiland, City University of New York
Mir Ali, coauthor

Evaluating the Relationship between Adolescent Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder Behavior and Subsequent Eating Disorder Behavior
Jennifer Bleck, Stony Brook University

12:30 Lunch
1:30 Breakout Session 2

**Methodology Session: Add Health Genetic Data – Balcony B**
Presenter: Andrew Smolen, University of Colorado at Boulder

**Paper Session: Educational Outcomes and Academic Success – Balcony C**
Moderator: Brett Miller, Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

*Relationships between High School Peer Networks and Type of Postsecondary Institution Enrollment*
Rachel Smith, City University of New York
Wendy Parker, coauthor

*Frequency of Somatic Symptoms and Student Perception of School Belonging and Competence*
Kathryn Kirkpatrick, Ohio State University

*Of Children and Men: The Effects of Resilience, Mentoring, and Maltreatment on Educational Attainment*
Zachary Timpe, University of Wyoming

*Estimating the Effect of Friendship Networks on Educational Outcomes and Health Behaviors of Adolescents*
Yuxiu Zhang, Yale School of Public Health
Jason Fletcher, Stephen Ross, coauthors

**Paper Session: Pregnancy and Childbearing – Balcony A**
Moderator: Rebecca Clark, Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

*Family Influences and Birth Outcomes among Adolescents*
Yiqiong Xie, Tulane University
Emily Harville, Aubrey Spriggs Madkour, coauthors

*The Impact of Early Parenthood on Mental Health and Role Functioning in Young Adulthood*
Madeleine Currie, University of Massachusetts Medical School
Maryann Davis, coauthor

*Labor, Education and Marital Outcomes for Teenage Childbearing in their Short-Run and Long-Run Life*
Nga Nguyen, Rutgers University

*Educational Advantage and Pregnancy Intention Status*
Akilah Wise, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor

3:00 Break

3:30 Breakout Session 3

**Methodology Session: Add Health Wave IV Biomarker Data – Balcony C**
Presenter: Eric A. Whitsel, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Paper Session: Substance Use – Balcony A
Moderator: Marsha Lopez, National Institute on Drug Abuse

A Multilevel Study of Schools’ Influences on Adolescent Substance Use
Susan Haws, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Susan Ennett, coauthor

Bayesian Network Structure Learning for Analyzing the Impact of Social Networks on Adolescent Heavy Drinking
Hannan Ma, University of Tennessee at Knoxville
Chien-fei Chen, Husheng Li, coauthors

The Longitudinal Influence of Physical Activity on Adolescent Alcohol Use
Beverly Ruffin, Florida International University
Yasmin Rey, Mario De La Rosa, coauthors

The Effect of Local Matching Market Conditions on Adolescent Health Behaviors
Timothy Classen, Loyola University Chicago
Lorens Helmchen, coauthor

The Longitudinal Relationship between Alcohol Consumption and Serious Violence
Roland Jones, Cardiff University
Stanley Zammit, Marianne Van Den Bree, Pamela J. Taylor, coauthors

Paper Session: Transitions into Adulthood – Balcony B
Moderator: Jen Park, Office of Management and Budget

Assessing the Influence of Health and Health-Related Behaviors on the Transition to Adulthood
Danielle Dean, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Michael Shanahan, Shawn Bauldry, coauthors

Longitudinal Effects of Growing up with a Nonresident Father
Mindy Scott, Child Trends
Nicole R. Steward-Streng, Megan Barry, Frances Goldscheider, coauthors

Retrospective Self-Report of ADHD: Predictor of Risky Health Behaviors and Life Outcomes?
Janice Chisholm, City University of New York
William Gallo, coauthor

The Effect of Family Structure on Juvenile Delinquency and Subsequent Adult Arrest
Kiesha Warren-Gordon, Ball State University

5:00 Adjourn
Friday, July 27, 2012

8:30 Breakout Session 4

Methodology Session: Appropriate Analysis in Add Health – Correcting for Design Effects & Selecting Weights – Balcony A
Presenter: Ping Chen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Paper Session: Gene-Environment Interactions – Balcony B
Moderator: Mike Spittel, NIH Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

Genetics of Educational Attainment and the Persistence of Privilege at the Turn of the 21st Century
Francois Nielsen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Micah Roos, coauthor

Economic Background and Educational Attainment: The Role of Gene-Environment Interactions
Owen Thompson, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Explaining the Increase in the Heritability of Religiosity from Adolescence to Early Adulthood as a Consequence of Time-Specific Genetic Effects
Jason Freeman, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Gene-Tobacco Policy Interaction and Adolescent Cigarette Use
Nantaporn Plurphanswat, Tulane University
Robert Kaestner, coauthor

Paper Session: Intimate Partnerships – Balcony C
Moderator: Erica Spotts, National Institute on Aging

Latent Class Predicted Pathways of Family Formation Impacts on Health and Risky Behaviors
Jennifer Pearce-Morris, Pennsylvania State University

Racial/Ethnic Variations in the Health Consequences of Cohabitation and Marriage
Rhiannon Kroeger, Ohio State University

Do Adolescent Mental Health Issues Predict Unhealthy Young Adult Romantic Relationships?
Tawana Bandy, Child Trends
Mary Terzian, Kristin Anderson Moore, coauthors

Junk in the Trunk: Evaluating the Relationship between Body-Mass Index and Interracial Dating for White Adolescent Females
Kivan Polimis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

10:00 Break

10:15 Breakout Session 5

Methodology Session: Add Health Relationship and Fertility Data – Balcony B
Presenter: Mariah Cheng, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Paper Session: Parental Incarceration: Long Term Impacts – Balcony C
Moderator: Dana Sampson, NIH Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research

Broken Ladders: The Effect of Parental Incarceration on Subjective Social Class
Unique Shaw, Bowling Green State University

Parental Incarceration History and Social Exclusion: Impact of Parent Gender and Child Age at Onset on Young Adult Outcomes
Rosalyn Lee, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, Division of Violence Prevention
Xiangming Fang, coauthor

Parental Incarceration and Self-Reported Health in Adulthood
Kirby Thomas, Florida State University
Giuseppina Valle, coauthor

Parental Incarceration, Health Outcomes, and the Moderating Role of Internalizing/Externalizing Behaviors among Young Adults in the U.S.
Michael Roettger, Institute of Behavioral Science
Jason Boardman, Raymond Swisher, coauthors

Paper Session: Neighborhood and Community Contexts – Balcony A
Moderator: Lisa Begg, NIH Office of Research on Women's Health

Assessing Perceived Neighborhood Environment on Adolescents’ Participation in Leisure-Time Physical Activity: A Longitudinal Approach
Kelin Li, University of Utah

Residential Proximity to Peers and Adolescent Friendship Networks
Brian Soller, Ohio State University
Dana Haynie, Christopher Browning, coauthors

Neighborhood Context and Birth Outcomes: Preconception Diet and Physical Activity Level as Intervening Behavioral Variables
Lee Flagg, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Peer Friendship Networks and Immigrant Mental Health: Evidence of Segmented Assimilation Theory
Michael Nino, University of North Texas
Tianji Cai, coauthor

11:45 Lunch

12:45 Breakout Session 6

Paper Session: Peer Networks – Balcony C
Moderator: Annette Kaufman, National Cancer Institute

Peer Influences Among Adolescents: in School and at Home
Xu Lin, Wayne State University
Peer and Academic Social Networks Influence on Health
Wendy Parker, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
Rachel Smith, coauthor

The Use of Spatial Methodology to Estimate Peer Effects and Risky Behavior by African-American Adolescents
Olugbenga Ajilore, University of Toledo

Adolescent Friendship Networks, Individual Attributes, and School-Level Effects on College Enrollment
Zebing Wu, University of Iowa

Paper Session: Sexual Behaviors – Balcony A
Moderator: Susan Newcomer, Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

Longitudinal Consistency in Self-Reported Age of Sexual Debut among Young Adults
Shoshana Goldberg, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Abigail Haydon, Amy Herring, Carolyn Halpern, coauthors

The Effect of Childhood Maltreatment on Early Sexual Debut, Delinquency and HIV Risk Related Sexual Behavior among Young Adults
Rabindra KC, University of Texas at San Antonio Department of Demography

The Effects of Adolescent Overweight and Overweight Perceptions on Sexually Transmitted Disease Risk in Young Adulthood
Khadija Turay, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Carolyn Halpern, coauthor

Hidden Dangers? A Comparison of White and Asian Americans’ Self-Efficacy for Birth Control in Adolescence and Efficacy Effect in Young Adulthood
Wei-Ting Lu, City University of New York

Paper Session: Suicidal Behaviors & Depression – Balcony B
Moderator: Rosalyn Lee, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Effect of Youth Suicidal Behavior on Perceived Connection to Mother, Father, and Family
Jonathan Singer, Temple University
Katherine Musliner, coauthor

Does it Get Better? LGB Depression and Suicidality from Adolescence to Adulthood
Robert Odom, University of Kentucky
Sharon Rostosky, Fred Danner, coauthors

School Climate Dimensions and Adolescent Depressive Symptoms: A Multilevel Analysis
Hilary Drew, Ohio State University
Assessing the Roles of Peer and Parental Support in Adolescence and Adulthood as Moderators in the Association between Childhood Sexual Maltreatment and Adult Depression
Katherine Musliner, Johns Hopkins University
Jonathan Singer, coauthor

2:15 Adjourn